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Appendix A List of important variables and notations

Table A1 Lists of important variable, functions, notations and its physical meaning

Notation Physical meaning Notation Physical meaning

E1 pulse’s waveform after the laser E2 pulse’s waveform before modulation

E3 pulse’s waveform after modulation S3 spectrum of the pulse after modulation

E4 pulse’s waveform after compression S4 spectrum of the pulse after compression

la
total length of fiber in

pulse broaden component
β2a

second order propagation constant of

fiber in pulse broaden component

αa
loss per length of fiber in

pulse broaden component
lb

total length of fiber in pulse

compression component

β2b

second order propagation constant of

fiber in pulse compression component
αb

loss per length of fiber in

pulse compression component

s(·) signal for modulation T
time retarded frame moving

as the light wave propagates

Ω bandwidth of pulse spectrum rect(·) rectangular shaped function

ω angular frequency ωs central angular frequency of the pulse

K number of elements in vector k index of the vector

κ
coefficient representing PD

energy convertion and accumulation
σ proportional coefficient

F 2-D convolution result (feature maps) H kernels

G convoluted pictures ⊗ convolution operator

i
row index of convoluted

pictures/kernels
j

column index of convoluted

pictures/kernels

p row index of convolution result q column index of convolution result

M scale of convoluted kernels N scale of convoluted pictures

sp row stride sq column stride

b·c rounding operator kp row index of feature maps

kq column index of feature maps f nonlinear stimulus function

subscript

ml

parameters between

mth and lth node
b bias

superscript

(n)/(n− 1)
the nth / (n− 1)th layer in CNN

superscript

m/l
mth/lth node in one specific layer

ke
index after tilling into

vector for each node
kkp,kq

index of feature maps

after tiling into vector

X
input vectors of

fully-connected layer
kF

index after tilling into

vector for all nodes

W
weight matrices of fully-connected

layer after adding bias
Wo

weight matrices of

fully-connected layer before adding bias

E accumulation results after PD O final outputs of CNN system

L
Total number of nodes

in the (n− 1)th layer

Appendix B Detailed generation of the signals for modulation in each layer of TS-CNN

This section will mainly focus on how to encode the output feature pictures and convolution kernels into the signals for modulation

in each layer.

Convolution layer1

For convolution layer1, its input is one picture sample with 28×28 pixels and its configurations are six kernels with 5×5 pixels. When

doing convolution computations, both stride of row and column direction is set to be one. Therefore, the signals for modulation

s(T ) in Eq. (12) which describes the optical computation can be expressed as

skp,kq (T ) =
25∑
k=1

√
Hm(k)F (0)(kkp,kq )× rect|Ωβ2ala/25|

(
T − (k − 13)

|Ωβ2ala|
25

)
, (B1)

in which both parameters kp and kq take value from 1,2,3...,24 and m takes value from 1,2,3,...,6. Since there is only one feature

map (input picture) for each processing, subscript l of F
(0)
l and Hml should be one which is omitted for simplicity here. After two

signal encoders turning standard kernel and input picture into Hm and F (0), two intensity modulators will generate the signals.
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After PD, the accumulated results obtained can be written as

E
(1)
m,kp,kq

∝
25∑
k=1

Hm (k)F
(0)
(
kkp.kq

)
. (B2)

Afterwards, the DSP will conduct the summation of bias and convolutions between different output pictures and specific kernel

of each neuron while nonlinear component will do nonlinear stimulus on the summation results from DSP. These two processes can

be better described as

F
(1)
m (kp, kq) = f(bm + σE

(1)
m,kp,kq

). (B3)

As can be seen from Eq. (B3), since only one feature map exists for each neuron in C1, there is no need for DSP to conduct

summation of convolution results. Therefore, in this layer, we can slightly change the form of Eq. (B1) in order to turn Eq. (B3)

into a perfect matrix multiplication form. In Eq. (B1), we can add 1 onto F (0) and add bias bm onto Hm which can be described

as

s
′
kp,kq

(T ) =
26∑
k=1

√
Hm (k, bm)F (0)

(
kkp,kq , 1

)
× rect|Ωβ2ala/26|

(
T − (2k − 27)

|Ωβ2ala|
52

)
, (B4)

so that Eq. (B2) and Eq. (B3) turn out to be

E
(1) ′
m,kp,kq

∝
26∑
k=1

Hm (k, bm)F
(0)
(
kkp,kq , 1

)
, (B5)

F
(1)
m (kp, kq) = f(σE

(1) ′
m,kp,kq

). (B6)

Mean Pooling layer1

For mean pooling layer1, its function is to down-sample the outputs from convolution layer1. Six output feature maps with 24×24

pixels from convolution layer1 are first divided into 144 groups of 2×2 pixel, then mean value of each group are taken to update

the feature maps. This work can be unified by doing convolutions whose stride equals 2 between output pictures from convolution

layers and the same kernels which are written below.

Hm =
1

4

 1 1

1 1

 . (B7)

Under this circumstances, the signals for modulation can be written as

skp,kq (T ) =

4∑
k=1

√
Hm(k)F

(1)
l (kkp,kq )× rect|Ωβ2ala/4|

(
T − (2k − 5)

|Ωβ2ala|
8

)
, (B8)

in which parameters kp and kq take value from 1,2,3...,12 and l takes value from 1,2,3,...,6. Since each input feature map from the

previous layer only needs to conduct convolution with the same kernel to become this layer’s output feature maps, the subscript

m equals l which takes the same value from 1,2,3,...,6. After two signal encoders encoding kernels of the current layer and feature

maps from convolution layer1 into Hm and F
(1)
l , two intensity modulators will generated corresponding signals. After PD, results

of optical computation can be obtained as

E
(2)
m,kp,kq

∝
4∑
k=1

Hm (k)F
(1)
l

(
kkp,kq

)
. (B9)

In this layer, DSP is only used to turn the results of optical computation into output feature maps without conducting summations

between different convolution results obtained by different kernels. Besides, there is no nonlinear stimulus function in this layer.

Therefore, the inputs for the next layer are

F
(2)
m (kp, kq) = σE

(2)
m,kp,kq

. (B10)

Convolution layer2

Convolution layer2, like convolution layer1, extracts patterns especially detailed veins or other partial characteristics of the feature

maps from previous mean pooling layer1. In this layer, there are in total twelve neurons, each of which has its own kernel with

5×5 pixels. 6 input feature maps with 12×12 pixel are connected to neurons by convolution operations. As is described in section

3.1, for each neuron, convolutions are conducted between six input feature maps and its own kernel. Therefore, modulated signals

should be organized by applying this process to Eq. (12) which is written as

skp,kq (T ) =
25∑
k=1

√
Hml(k)F

(2)
l (kkp,kq )× rect|Ωβ2ala/25|

(
T − (k − 13)

|Ωβ2ala|
25

)
, (B11)

in which parameters kp and kq both take value from 1,2,3...,8. m and l represent the index of neurons and feature maps from the

previous layer which should take value from 1,2,3,...,12 and 1,2,3,...,6 respectively.

After two signal encoders encode kernels of the current layer and feature maps from mean pooling layer1 into Hml and F
(2)
l ,

two intensity modulators will generate the signals for modulation. After PD, the results can be written as

E
(3)
m,l,kp,kq

∝
25∑
k=1

Hml (k)F
(2)
l

(
kkp.kq

)
. (B12)
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DSP in this layer is used to first conduct the summation of convolutions between kernel belonging to one specific neuron with all

six different feature maps pixel by pixel and then add this results with bias of each neuron. Nonlinear component will conduct

nonlinear stimulus function to the outputs of DSP. These results become the twelve input feature maps of mean pooling layer2.

These processes can be precisely described as

F
(3)
m (kp, kq) = f

(
bm + σ

6∑
l=1

E
(3)
m,l,kp,kq

)
. (B13)

Mean pooling layer2

In this layer computation operations are conducted exactly the same as mean pooling layer1. Thus, the signals for modulation are

organized in the same format as those of mean pooling layer1 except there are 12 neurons and 12 inputs in this layer. Thus, the

output of this layer can be written as

F
(4)
m (kp, kq) = σE

(4)
m,kp,kq

, (B14)

in which parameters kp and kq both take value from 1,2,3,4 and m take value from 1,2,3,...,12.

In order to change the output pictures into vector as the input to fully-connected layer, transforms needs to be done. First, for

each picture, elements originally in each feature map are tiled and stretched to be one column. This process is equivalent to change

the index kp and kq into one index ke which equals kq + (kp − 1)M . Then, final column vector can be obtained by combining

each tiled column vector from different feature maps and this process is equivalent to establish the new index kF which equals

ke + (l− 1)M2. These two processes can be better described as

F
(4)

(kF ) =
[
F

(4)
1 (ke) ;F

(4)
2 (ke) ;F

(4)
3 (ke) ; ...;F

(4)
12 (ke)

]
. (B15)

Fully-connected layer

As the final layer of TS-CNN, it is adopted to turn the extracted pattern into recognition probability. In order to be written in

matrix form, 1 is added as the last element of the input column vector while bias is added as the last row of weight matrix which

can be illustrated as new input vector X(5) and new weight matrix W (5).

X
(5)

(kF ) =
[
F

(4)
(kF ) ; 1

]
W

(5)
(kF , ko) =

[
W

(5)
o , b

]
. (B16)

So that the signals for modulation should be

s (T ) =

193∑
kF=1

√
W (5)(kF , ko)X(5)(kF )× rect|Ωβ2ala/193|

(
T − (k − 97)

|Ωβ2ala|
193

)
. (B17)

In this case, (13) and (14) turn out to be

E
(5)
ko
∝

193∑
kF=1

W
(5)

(kF , ko)X
(5)

(kF ) , (B18)

O (ko) = f
(
σE

(5)
ko

)
. (B19)

in which ko takes value from 1,2,3,...,10.

Appendix C Lists of feature maps extracted by electronic CNN and TS-CNN with differ-
ent relative noise levels

Table C1-C4 list the feature maps from the output of convolution layer1, convolution layer2, mean pooling layer1, mean pooling

layer2 and fully-connected layer (FC) of electronic implemented CNN, noise free TS-CNN, TS-CNN under different noise levels

(implemented by tuning the gain of EDFA2 to be 10dB, 12dB, 15dB, 17dB and 20dB). The inputs are two of the 100 randomly

selected samples from MNIST handwriting digit recognition test dataset whose correct classification are 6 and 3 respectively. The

first sample can be seen as the horizontal flip-over with ordinary handwriting digit of 6 and the second sample can be seen as

90 degree clockwise rotation of digit 3. Since there are many feature maps output by convolution layers and mean pooling layers

(6 different feature maps are output by convolution layer1 and mean pooling layer1 and 12 different feature maps are output by

convolution layer2 and mean pooling layer2). Without the loss of generality, only the first and second feature maps output by

convolution layer1 and mean pooling layer1, the 11th and 12th feature maps output by convolution layer2 and mean pooling layer2

are shown for the first sample and the 5th and 6th feature maps output by convolution layer1 and mean pooling layer1, the 8th and

9th feature maps output by convolution layer2 and mean pooling layer2 are shown for the second sample. In order to vividly show

the value of each pixel of feature maps output by each layer, gray scale is used. Instead of normally using black resembling 0 and

white resembling 1, the gray scale used here is inversed for better description since there are more near-zero values than near-one

values. The legend is shown in results of recognition probability output by fully-connected(FC) layer.
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Table C1 Feature maps and results obtained from each layer of electronic implemented CNN, noise free CNN and CNN under

different noise levels (gain of adjustable EDFA2 changes from 10dB to 12dB) of sample ‘6’.

Electronic CNN Noise-free

TS-CNN

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=10dB

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=12dB

1st feature map output

by convolution layer 1

2nd feature map output

by convolution layer 1

1st feature map output by

mean pooling layer 1

2nd feature map output by

mean pooling layer 2

11th feature map output

by convolution layer 2

12th feature map output

by convolution layer 2

11th feature map output

by mean pooling layer 2

12th feature map output

by mean pooling layer 2

Recognition probability

output by FC layer

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0
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Table C2 Feature maps and results obtained from each layer of noise free CNN and CNN under different noise levels (gain of

adjustable EDFA2 changes from 15dB, 17dB to 20dB) of sample ‘6’.

Noise-free

TS-CNN

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=15dB

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=17dB

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=20dB

1st feature map output

by convolution layer 1

2nd feature map output

by convolution layer 1

1st feature map output by

mean pooling layer 1

2nd feature map output by

mean pooling layer 2

11th feature map output

by convolution layer 2

12th feature map output

by convolution layer 2

11th feature map output

by mean pooling layer 2

12th feature map output

by mean pooling layer 2

Recognition probability

output by FC layer

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0
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Table C3 Feature maps and results obtained from each layer of electronic implemented CNN, noise free CNN and CNN under

different noise levels (gain of adjustable EDFA2 changes from 10dB to 12dB) of sample ‘3’.

Electronic CNN Noise-free

TS-CNN

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=10dB

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=12dB

5th feature map output

by convolution layer 1

6th feature map output

by convolution layer 1

5th feature map output by

mean pooling layer 1

6th feature map output by

mean pooling layer 2

8th feature map output

by convolution layer 2

9th feature map output

by convolution layer 2

8th feature map output

by mean pooling layer 2

9th feature map output

by mean pooling layer 2

Recognition probability

output by FC layer

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0
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Table C4 Feature maps and results obtained from each layer of noise free CNN and CNN under different noise levels (gain of

adjustable EDFA2 changes from 15dB, 17dB to 20dB) of sample ‘3’.

Noise-free

TS-CNN

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=15dB

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=17dB

TS-CNN with

EDFA2=20dB

5th feature map output

by convolution layer 1

6th feature map output

by convolution layer 1

5th feature map output by

mean pooling layer 1

6th feature map output by

mean pooling layer 2

8th feature map output

by convolution layer 2

9th feature map output

by convolution layer 2

8th feature map output

by mean pooling layer 2

9th feature map output

by mean pooling layer 2

Recognition probability

output by FC layer

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0
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As the gain of EDFA2 goes up, feature maps output by each layer of under different noise conditions tend to be closer to those

output by noise free TS-CNN system. However, compared with feature maps output by layers of noise free TS-CNN and electronic

implemented CNN, differences are still obvious. The most notable differences can be seen from both samples. In the first sample,

values of the last three pixels of the last column of 12th feature map output by mean pooling layer2 of noise-free TS-CNN tend

to be smaller than those of electronic implemented CNN. In the second sample, values of the second and 4th pixel of 5th column

of 8th feature map output by mean pooling layer2 of noise-free TS-CNN tend to be smaller than those of electronic implemented

CNN. This phenomenon indicates that other factors excluding the noise such as the imperfections of pulses’ peak flatness can cause

the differences in output feature maps.

Performance of robustness can also be indicated from the Table C1-C4. Although many factors can cause differences in pixels

of output feature maps, only those with the most extent differences will cause the recognition mistake in the final layer like when

operating TS-CNN under the circumstance where the gain of EDFA2 equals 10dB. In general, the most sensitive parts which will

be mostly likely to change much even under few perturbations are centered around 0.5. This phenomenon can be found from the

1st and 2nd feature maps output from convolution layer1 of the 1st sample and 5th feature map output from convolution layer1

of the second sample. The most differences appear around the pixels outside the ‘6’ and ‘3’ patterns whose values are around 0.5.

Due to the slope of non-negative Sigmoid function the TS-CNN system used, its peak is reached at 0.5 which means even little

fluctuations when input is approaching 0.5 can cause enormous changes in the output.

Appendix D Estimation of time consumption in TS-CNN
Since processing time for DSP and calibrations which deals with generating reference signal shown in Figure 4 may differ in a

broad way based on different implementation of TS-CNN, the assumption is made that the time for DSP processing signals and

calibrations are neglected in the estimation. Therefore, the total time consumed are related with start time which describes the

duration from the first signal modulated to the first vector multiplication result obtained and net computing time which refers

to time duration from the first vector multiplication result obtained to the whole recognition result obtained for one picture

sample. In order to simplify the time calculation and emphasis the computation time for TS-CNN system, all time consumption

for digital calibration and processing like nonlinear component is neglected. Start time is caused by the total length of fiber in

pulse compression component whereas net computation time is determined by the duration of two neighbouring pulses and the

total number of vector computations the TS-CNN needs to recognize one picture sample.

Start time=the length of dispersion compensation fiber/speed of light in the fiber=28.5(km)/0.2(m/ns)=142.5µs;

Net computation time=time interval between each pulse×total number of vector multiplications≈20ns× [2(symbol separation)×
[24×24×6(input layer to C1)+12×12×6(C1 to S1)+8×8×12×6(S1 to C2)+4×4×12(C2 to S2)+10(FC to output)](-1)]≈365.2µs/per

picture sample;

Total time for computing N picture samples≈142.5+365.2N(µs).
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